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L       iberation manifests in the mind that lets go of even the thought of liberation. A well-known
Zen story, involving two towering figures in early Chinese Zen, Nan-chuan and Chao-chou, reads:

Chao-chou aked Nan-chuan, “What is the Way?”
Nan-chuan said, “Ordinary mind is the Way.”
Chao-chou asked, “Then may I direct myself towards it or not?”
Nan-chuan said, “To turn toward it is to turn away from it.”
Chao-chou said, “If I do not seek, how can I know about the Way?”
Nan-chuan said, “The Way does not belong to knowing or not knowing. To know is to have
a concept; to not know is to be ignorant. If you truly realize the Way of no doubt, it is just
like the sky: wide open vast emptiness. How can you say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to it?”
At these words Chao-chou had sudden enlightenment. His mind became like the clear
moon.

“Ordinary mind is the Way,” is now a common expression in Zen and the subject of much
calligraphy. Normally our tendency would be to say that the Way is something rare and special:
the enlightened mind, the mind of realization and liberation, while “ordinary mind” suggests
something commonplace. It is ordinary mind that exists before the ordinary person makes things
complicated.

In this commentary I would like to focus on the two lines,

Chao-chou asked, “Then may I direct myself towards it or not?”
Non-chuan said, “To turn toward it is to turn away from it.”

Not to turn toward is the posture of our practice.

EfEfEfEfEffffffororororort without Seekingt without Seekingt without Seekingt without Seekingt without Seeking

Suppose I try to eat a sandwich, only to have it jump off from my plate each time I reach for it and
to return to the plate every time I pull my hand back. How do I eat? Suppose I practice with great
effort: I sit zazen daily, I conduct myself according to the Precepts, I study the koans, and so on.
Am I turning away from the way? How will I attain liberation, or even make substantial progress in
that direction? Is my effort misplaced? Should I give up my effort in order to turn away from it?

Kodo Sawaki Roshi tells us, “Zazen is useless.” Lest you think that this is an indictment of effort,
recall that he was the great twentieth century revivalist of the practice of zazen in Japan and kept
his monks on the cushion all night during sesshin. He also added to his statement, rather
paradoxically, “… and until you fully realize this it really is useless.” In fact this is not an
indictment of the practice of zazen, or of effort, but of sitting zazen with a particular posture of
mind, that of turning toward, that of having a gaining idea. This makes partial sense in the light of
Buddhist teachings: The grasping mind is what binds us to samsaric existence, from which we



seek liberation. So what does it mean that liberation is not the goal of our effort? How can we
have effort without turning toward, or practice with no intention to attain liberation?

I would like to consider several progressively refined ways, most of which have been suggested
somewhere in the literature, to understand “not turning toward.”

(1(1(1(1(1)  “)  “)  “)  “)  “TTTTTo turn to turn to turn to turn to turn tooooowwwwwararararard it is td it is td it is td it is td it is to turn ao turn ao turn ao turn ao turn awwwwwaaaaay fry fry fry fry from it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”om it,” means, means, means, means, means, “““““WWWWWe are e are e are e are e are alreadyalreadyalreadyalreadyalready liberat liberat liberat liberat liberated.”ed.”ed.”ed.”ed.”

This expresses the common Zen assumption of inherent
enlightenment. The expression “ordinary Mind” itself suggests
something that is already there, that does not require seeking.  In fact
seeking would be “putting another head on the one we already have,”
as we also say in Zen parlance, which is to turn away from the Way.
This understanding is also really great news: We are already liberated!
Whew!

However, this leaves some loose ends. If I am liberated, why don’t I
feel liberated? I still seem to be a suffering being. Also if I am already
liberated, why do I practice? What is the point of the effort I exert?

This understanding is
certainly satisfying to
those seeking an excuse
to forego the effort of
practice, and often serves
that purpose. But to those
inspired by the examples of Sawaki, Dogen or the
Buddha, this does not quite hit the mark.

(2(2(2(2(2) “) “) “) “) “TTTTTo turn to turn to turn to turn to turn tooooowwwwwararararard it is td it is td it is td it is td it is to turn ao turn ao turn ao turn ao turn awwwwwaaaaay fry fry fry fry from it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”
means,means,means,means,means, “““““WWWWWe are already liberate are already liberate are already liberate are already liberate are already liberated, but wed, but wed, but wed, but wed, but we e e e e don’tdon’tdon’tdon’tdon’t
underunderunderunderunderssssstandtandtandtandtand it.” it.” it.” it.” it.”

As before, liberation is not the goal of practice but a
precondition for practice, but here understanding is
the result. It doesn’t suffice to be liberated if you don’t
understand that you are liberated. It would be

senseless to unlock the cell of an inmate who has just received parole while he is sleeping but
not inform him that he is in fact now free to go. It is important to recognize that there are two
levels of liberation, technical and actualized. This interpretation is that technically we are
liberated, but this is only actualized when we understand it. The effort of our practice is justified
until we understand that we are liberated.

However, this understanding just gives us something more specific to turn toward; it just gives us
a new a gaining idea, that of actualization of liberation.

(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) “““““TTTTTo turn to turn to turn to turn to turn tooooowwwwwararararard it is td it is td it is td it is td it is to turn ao turn ao turn ao turn ao turn awwwwwaaaaay fry fry fry fry from it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”om it,” means, means, means, means, means, “““““WWWWWe practice e practice e practice e practice e practice becausebecausebecausebecausebecause w w w w we aree aree aree aree are
liberatliberatliberatliberatliberated.ed.ed.ed.ed.”

Another Head

Why do I  practice?



Here liberation is not the result of practice nor merely a precondition for practice, but is the cause
of practice. Practice and liberation naturally go hand in hand, as Hui Neng and Dogen taught. This
explains why the Buddha continued practicing even after enlightenment.

However, if we all practice because we are liberated and we are all liberated, then we must all
practice; but that surely doesn’t seem to be the case. Maybe because, as before, we do not
understand that we are liberated.

(4) (4) (4) (4) (4) “““““TTTTTo turn to turn to turn to turn to turn tooooowwwwwararararard it is td it is td it is td it is td it is to turn ao turn ao turn ao turn ao turn awwwwwaaaaay fry fry fry fry from it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”om it,” means, means, means, means, means, “““““WWWWWe practice because we practice because we practice because we practice because we practice because we e e e e underunderunderunderunderssssstandtandtandtandtand
that wthat wthat wthat wthat we are liberate are liberate are liberate are liberate are liberated.”ed.”ed.”ed.”ed.”

Let me illustrate once again the distinction between technical and actualized liberation.

Many of us choose to buy eggs produced by free
range chickens, even at a higher cost, because we
have heard that chickens conventionally are kept
in inhumanely crowded coops in order to reduce
production costs. Under such conditions a chicken
cannot do what chickens are supposed to do: run
around outside, scratching the ground with their
feet, pecking at things they find on the ground.
Instead they peck each other. Many of us choose
to liberate chickens through our pocketbook.

However, I’ve recently heard that some corporations, seeking low production costs while
appealing to customers, have found a way to exploit our good intentions by playing on the
semantic distinction between technical and actualized liberation: They raise their chickens under
conventionally crowded conditions, but then they cut hole in one side of coop. That way, should
any chicken choose to, she is free jump through the hole then run around, scratch and peck
outside. The chickens are technically liberated. They then advertise their eggs as being from free-
range chickens. But in fact, chickens are, like humans, creatures of habit, and few chickens will
choose to jump through the hole. Having grown up under crowded conditions, it does not occur to
them that they are liberated. They do not actualize their liberation. So the corporations have the
best of both worlds: Their chickens are free to range, but just happen to choose not to. The
production costs are therefore low while well-intentioned customer demand is high. Technical
liberation costs nothing but costumers will pay for it.

This describes our common relationship to practice. We do not understand that we are liberated,
so rather than actualizing our liberation, we remain cooped up in samsaric existence. Because
that is what we are used to, it does not occur to us that we could be spending our time otherwise,
that is, in actualizing our liberation, which is to say, practicing the Buddha Way, abiding in
liberation rather than in samsaric existence.

So far, so good, but what do we mean by “understand”? Is this something we know intellectually
or conceptually? Is it “have an understanding of,” or “have come to an understanding with”? This
is addressed by the following words of the story:

Technical and Actualized



Nan-chuan said, “The Way does not belong to knowing or not knowing. To know is to have
a concept; to not know is to be ignorant. If you truly realize the Way of no doubt, it is just
like the sky: wide open vast emptiness. How can you say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to it?”

One thing we can say about understanding is that it is that which brings us to actualize our
technical liberation, that is, to practice. We know that it is a rare chicken that actually chooses to
jump to the outside, and a rare human that chooses to abide in liberation. There is some
impediment to actualizing liberation, it takes effort to overcome the impediment, and
understanding is the source of the effort. The final interpretation of “not turning toward” is quite
simply:

 (5)  (5)  (5)  (5)  (5) “““““TTTTTo turn to turn to turn to turn to turn tooooowwwwwararararard it is td it is td it is td it is td it is to turn ao turn ao turn ao turn ao turn awwwwwaaaaay fry fry fry fry from it,”om it,”om it,”om it,”om it,” means, means, means, means, means, “““““WWWWWe practice because we practice because we practice because we practice because we practice because we choose te choose te choose te choose te choose tooooo
abide in our liberation.”abide in our liberation.”abide in our liberation.”abide in our liberation.”abide in our liberation.”

For the chicken who actualizes her liberation it is like free
range, wide open, vast emptiness. How can she say “yes”
or “no” to it? It is the Way of no doubt. Ultimately it is an
act of faith and devotion to choose to make one’s life that
of abiding in liberation, just as the artist abides in the
world of art, often completely without a gaining idea or
even noticeable intentionality.

So far I’ve attributed to this Zen story statements about
liberation, practice, effort and posture: Liberation is
meaningful only when actualized through practice. Effort is
necessary to overcome the habit patterns that resist the
practice of liberation. The posture of not turning toward, of
abiding with no gaining idea, of lived effort without
seeking, is maintained throughout.

AAAAAttainment without Seekingttainment without Seekingttainment without Seekingttainment without Seekingttainment without Seeking

One might well ask, doesn’t all this about the posture of not turning toward simply disregard the
traditional goals of Buddhist practice: nirvana, enlightenment, ultimate liberation? Also, aren’t
there levels of attainment in spiritual progress that unfold over the course of practice? The story
itself would seem to acknowledge this in the lines:

At these words Chao-chou had sudden enlightenment. His mind became like the clear
moon.

The short answer to each of these questions is: yes, but it’s none of your business. There is
attainment, but that has nothing to do with the posture of our practice. We don’t turn toward
attainment, we don’t grasp it, we just actualize liberation. Attainment comes of its own accord, or
not.

Seeking and abiding in liberation are entirely different experiences. Getting on a bike and riding
is a typical childhood experience, one that children enjoy as freedom of movement. With time

Abiding in Liberation



they find they are moving faster and more skillfully, but they do not seek that. Getting on a bike in
order to become the next Lance Armstrong, on the other hand, would deprive the child of
childhood. This would encourage an attachment, which in Buddhism is the very substance of
bondage.

There is an art to maintaining the posture of no gaining idea even in the realm of cumulative
attainment. I would like as illustration to consider three examples of maintaining the posture of
not turning toward from three seemingly different realms of human activity.

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Posture of Dieosture of Dieosture of Dieosture of Dieosture of Dietingtingtingtingting

Most typically one diets in the posture of turning toward a sexier, slimmer me, a healthier me, a
longer life expectancy for me. But what is not generally appreciated is that one can more
effectively engage in that practice in the posture of not turning toward. In this as well as the next
two examples I will consider the practice of liberation in terms of the five aspects described
above: of liberation, practice, effort, posture and attainment.

Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:  Dieting involves liberation from the habit patterns that encourage overeating,
whether eating out of nervousness or as a escape from the stress of life, or eating out of greed for
sensual pleasure. “I sure love chocolate, and chips: donuts are great.” Anyone undertaking a diet
understands that liberation is at hand, moment after moment: It is my choice to actualize it.

Practice:Practice:Practice:Practice:Practice:  The practice is to eat an optimal diet, the caloric intake optimal for my body type and
level of activity, or more simply just not to eat items in certain food groups, or not to eat between
meals. This practice is sustained day by day. The practice is the actualization of the inherent
liberation, and as it gains momentum it feels like liberation, independently of any attainment.

EfEfEfEfEffffffororororort:t:t:t:t:  The effort does not come easily for most of us: it is over and over to let go of sometimes
seemingly overwhelming impulses, impulses to eat deep fried potatoes and cheese cake, and
bacon, and to let go of “Just this once.” In the world of modern marketing, which has mastered
the art of manipulation toward greater consumption, this is a special challenge. Turning off the TV
helps.

PPPPPosture:osture:osture:osture:osture:  The conventional posture, turning toward, say, weighing fifteen pounds less than I do
now, almost invariably entails suffering born of grasping: First, there is stress around not having
attained the goal, or needing to diet in the first place. Then there is stress each time we fail to
achieve our expectations for the day or week, or need to diet longer than expected before
returning to our old habits. Finally there is the stress of having attained the result, but then
realizing we can (and almost certainly will) lose it. In purely practical terms, it rarely works; few
can tolerate this much stress.

But there is an alternative posture, which turns toward no future attainment. There is nothing to
attain, there is only a policy of what to eat, or how much to eat, which is actualized over and over.
There is effort, and often failed effort, but little or no stress born of grasping; I just acknowledge
when I have failed to adhere to the policy, then I let go of any guilt that might have accrued, and
renew my vow to do better next time, over and over. This is simply how I live my life, eating an



optimal diet. Attaining what I otherwise would think of as the goal makes no difference in the
practice or the effort I apply day to day.

AAAAAttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:  Whatever posture I assume, certain consequences are the same: With a reduction
in caloric intake my body will reach new equilibrium, my weight change, and there will be a sexier,
slimmer me. But that is none of my business; it’s just the way things are. The attainment comes
not from the seeking, but from the effort.

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Posture of Gandhi and the Satyosture of Gandhi and the Satyosture of Gandhi and the Satyosture of Gandhi and the Satyosture of Gandhi and the Satyagraha Moagraha Moagraha Moagraha Moagraha Movvvvvementementementementement

Gandhi is credited with liberating India of British colonial rule. So we assume that Gandhi
conceived a goal, then a plan, and then implemented the plan to achieve the goal. But I contend
that this was in fact not his primary posture. Lets look at its five aspects.

Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:Liberation:  Gandhi’s efforts involved liberation from British authority. His great insight was that
India was already liberated! British authority was only vapor, a collaborative fiction that the
Indians as well as the British got it into their heads to act out. Social or communal fictions are
very common in our world. Money is only money by common agreement. Football is only football
by common agreement. These things do not exist inherently of themselves, but only as a
communally shared thought.  British authority was of the same stuff, but until Gandhi and his
followers understood this there could be no actualization of liberation.

Practice: Practice: Practice: Practice: Practice:  Gandhi’s practice was that of actualizing liberation. This was to take every opportunity
to deny the fiction of British authority. This was non-cooperation, non-participation in the fiction.
Where the British said don’t make salt, Gandhi made salt. Where the British said don’t
manufacture cloth, Gandhi manufactured cloth. He also did everything he could to persuade
other Indians to take up the same practice.

EfEfEfEfEffffffororororort:t:t:t:t:  The personal cost of this practice was enormous, for Gandhi and his followers. They were
imprisoned, beaten and crippled, and killed. It required enormous faith and commitment to abide
in this practice.

PPPPPosture:osture:osture:osture:osture:  Gandhi certainly entertained the goal of the British departure, and mentioned it in
many speeches. But notice that he called his fundamental practice satyagraha, holding on to the
truth, which is quite different from seeking the truth. It is to abide in a life of integrity and in the
principle not to act out a harmful fiction. This is exactly the posture of not turning toward. He also
said, “Be the change you want to see in the world,” right here, right now, not in the future. It
would be hard to imagine Gandhi holding a goal, longing for the end result, for sixty years; the
stress would be unbearable and the effort required to persevere in spite of that stress beyond
human capability. Instead, he simply lived what he knew was the truth, and willingly accepted the
often unpleasant consequences.

AAAAAttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:  The British are in fact gone from India. But it was not through a plan, but through a
practice, not through seeking but through effort. The empire of steel and concrete was held
together by authority, which is to say by a vast network of insubstantial deluded thoughts.
Through the satyagraha practice of turning away from these deluded thoughts over and over



again, the empire of steel and concrete revealed itself to the world as no more than rust and
sand, and the rust and sand simply collapsed under its own weight.

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Posture of The Wosture of The Wosture of The Wosture of The Wosture of The Waaaaayyyyy.

I take up practice in order to know the Way, to experience the unsurpassed complete perfect
enlightenment that will free me from the anguish of this samsaric existence. It is natural for me to
adopt the posture that seeks, that turns toward this gaining idea. The alternative is the posture of
not turning toward.

Liberation: Liberation: Liberation: Liberation: Liberation:  Buddhist practice is about liberation from the tyranny of the little self, the mass of
self-centered impulses that drive our actions, and keep us bound to samsaric existence. Perhaps
the Buddha’s greatest and most unique insight is that that little self is a fiction; it’s only thoughts,
thoughts that sustain a story about a self separate from the rest of the universe, a needy self that
exploits the universe to satisfy its needs, a fearful self that protects itself from the universe in
response to its fears, a dissatisfied self that always finds the universe falling short of what
satisfaction requires. When we understand this we understand that we are already liberated.

Practice: Practice: Practice: Practice: Practice:  Our practice is nonparticipation, non-cooperation with tyranny of little self. When the
little self craves or complains, we gently put that aside in favor of what the situation calls for, we
live deliberately rather than impulsively. This is how we actualize liberation. This is exemplified in
our zazen, in sitting in an upright posture, but for Dogen zazen becomes a metaphor for the
practice of liberation in all of the three actions, of body, of speech and of mind, throughout the
day. Dogen wrote,

When even for a moment you express the Buddha’s seal in the three actions by sitting
upright in samadhi, the whole phenomenal world becomes the buddha seal and the
entire sky turns into enlightenment.

EfEfEfEfEffffffororororort: t: t: t: t:  Impulse hinders practice and our effort is to let impulses go over and over, even when
they come back with vengeance. Our stories hinder
practice. We imagine a self that if not yet real can be made
real, and we imagine that this will still the sense of lack
that haunts us. Then instead of nonparticipation in the
tyranny of the self, we build monuments to the self and
turn toward fame and gain. The effort necessary to
overcome this is enormous, and requires enormous faith in
the Buddha Way.

PPPPPosture:osture:osture:osture:osture:  The little self is a relentless fellow. No sooner do
we begin practice than it incorporates that practice into its
web of stories to make another monument to the self. It
dreams of a slimmer, sexier, enlightened little self. Our
practice includes letting go also of that posture as well, not
to turn toward, but to abide in liberation from the tyranny
of that self, and to do that for its own sake, because that is
the Way, because that is our vow. The posture of our A Relentless Fellow



practice is exactly the posture of satyagraha. In fact, our practice is exactly satyagraha, not
gaining the truth, but holding truth.

AAAAAttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:ttainment:  In the posture of not turning toward, the consequences of the practice of liberation
can be profound. When we start we often think of the little self as made of steel and concrete,
and in fact devote much of our time an energy trying to construct an even more magnificent and
stronger self. In practice, we discover that the little self is in fact nothing more than a network of
insubstantial deluded thoughts. Through the practice of turning away from impulses and deluded
thoughts over and over again, the tyranny of steel and concrete reveals itself as no more than rust
and sand, and the rust and sand simply collapses under its own weight.

“The Way does not belong to knowing or not knowing. To know is to have a concept; to not
know is to be ignorant. If you truly realize the Way of no doubt, it is just like the sky: wide
open vast emptiness. How can you say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to it?”

The Way, our practice, is calmly abiding in liberation from the dictates, the impulses, the
distortions, the anxiety and the misperceptions of the little self. It is not to seek, but simply not to
live a lie, to hold to the truth, with certainty and with what ever effort it takes. This is the posture
of our practice.

Let me conclude with a final quote from Dogen:

… the zazen of even one person at one moment imperceptibly accords with all things and
fully resonates through all time. This in the past, future and present of the limitless
universe this zazen carries on the buddha’s teaching endlessly. Each moment of zazen is
equally wholeness of practice, wholeness of realization. This is not only practice while
sitting, it is like a hammer striking emptiness: before and after, its exquisite peal
permeates everywhere.

Exquisite Peal


